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A plenary seating of tie Central Committee
Romanian Communist Party rroceeded over July 3-9,

of tie
1970.

The plenary nesting debated tna draft bill on the
organisation of production and .Moric in agriculture
the draft

bill on liability of

tions in respect
t‘a

sad to

managers of socialist organize

of husbanding material ana money resources*

organization a ad operation of financial control. The

■‘.'.trai Ccm.cittea decided that these draft billssnould
submitted for endorsement to the

a

Irani National Assembly

•.

tue Socialist Republic of Romania with the improvements re¬
sulting from the
tplace
t .'.re

public discussion 3rd. from tne debates which

in the c :mission for agriculture

;• \i silv.cul-

sal the commission for economic problems of tne CC of

tne RCP.
Tne plenary meeting rebated a report from tne Exec-tive Committee

of tne CC of the RCP on last spring’s floods

on tne measures for icing aesy with the effects of
lamities and. endorsed s document

-

l ry

these

ca¬

nas seen made public.

ting e od rsed a Dec_

.

: ele-

bration of tne r.oca...an Communist Party’s semi—ce.ntena.ry.
The

lenary meeting heard an information cu :ue

ternational activity conducted by the Party
ship in the more recent
Soso'S delegations

period,

nd

on tne visors

Legatic

the Socialist

f tonal activity-duct of the RCP,

in¬

leader¬

:y . arty and

of .r crania to otner countries an_ by fo.

.

The Central Committee assessed feign!y

SC

late

by tae

tne Executive

Government of -he

. • s

ia.

inmerns-

Committee of the
Socialist

Republic of Romania,

by the Party General Secretary,

State Council President Nicoiae Ceau^esca,
that this activity is on the
the

line

of

appreciating

carrying through

foreign policy framed by the Tenth Party Congress*
The plenary meeting considered as particularly posi¬

tive

the exchanges of delegations and the

talks

the Romanian

Communist Party has had during this period with the communist
parties of socialist countries
nist and workers’

parties,

as well as *ith numerous commu¬

and democratic organizations of.

other countries. These meetings account for a notable contri¬
bution to

the

implementation of

Party and State of Romania
ship,

the policy promoted by the

for the development of friend¬

alliance and cooperation with all the

of internationalist solidarity with the
kers’

parties,

with the

with the democratic and progressive

national liberation movements,

tribution fcothe strengthening of the
cialist system,
all the

of the

forces,

for an enhanced con¬

unity of

the world so¬

international communist movement,

anti-imperialist
The

socialist states,

communist and wor¬

plenary meeting assessed highly the

the Treaty of Friendship,

of

forces.
signing of

Cooperation and Mutual Assistance

between the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics - on the occasion of the Romanian
visit by the Party and Government delegation of the Soviet
Union

a document

velopment

of outstanding importance

of the relations on multiple

two socialist states,
Soviet peoples,

advantage

of the Romanian and

of the cause of strengthening the world

socialist system and
the

to the

for the de¬

levels between the

its unity,

of peace and progress in

world.
The plenary meeting appreciated the

fruitfulness of the

utility and

contacts with heads of state

and govern¬

ment as wail as with other representatives of numerous coun¬
tries which took place during this period - an expression
of Romania's policy of developing relations with all states

- 3 regardless of social system,

of Romania's contribution to

the fight against tho policy of toe

aggressive imperialist

circles, of colonialism and neo-colonialism, for the obser¬
vance of eaci. people's right to independently decide tt3
destiny, for international detente and tne elimination
of the hotbeds of tension,

for security and p'eace in

Europe and throughout the world.
The plenary meeting stressed that in the future,
too, the Romanian Communist Party, the Government of the
Socialist Republic of Romania will perseveringly promote
this foreign policy, which fully accords with the vital
interests of the Romanian people, the interests of socialism,
peace and understanding among peoples.
Several participants 3poka during tne plenary meeting.
At the end of the plenary meeting a speech was made
by Ricolae Ceau?escu.
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SPEECH BY BICOLAS CEAUSESCU, AT THE PLENARY MEETING
0? THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE ROMANIAN COMMUNIST
PARTY OF JULY 8-9,1970

Bear Comrades,
This plenary masting bakes place

in particular

circumstances when fchs whole Party and people are carrying
on an intensive work for doing away with the effects of
the catastrophic floods which have caused so much damage
this country in the

to

last few months. The fact that on the

agenda of the

Plenary Masting there are problems concerning

both the home

and foreign activity of our 'Party and State

demonstrates once more the dialectical unity between the na¬
tional and the

international tasks.

It is a well-known fact that the activity of build¬
ing the multilaterally developed socialist society,
ing the welfare of the whole

of rais¬

people and concern for strengths

ning the cohesion and Ur.of the socialist countries,
the communist and working-class-' movement,
anti-imperialist forces,

cf the

for translating into life

licy of peaceful coexistence,

of

all the
the po¬

cf developing cooperation

with all the states of the world - regardless of social
system - form a unitary whole,

condition each other,

are

inseparable components of the process of carrying into
effect the leading role of our Party in society.
Thi3 explains,

in fact why under the difficult

circumstances experienced by our country,
Committee

of .Party and the Government,

solving the serious problems caused by the
ensuring a normal rate to the whole
life,

the Central

acting firmly for
inundations,

for

of economic and social

have at the same time carried on a vast activity on

an international level.

- 5 Before

touching on the problems on the

agenda of

the Plenary Meeting I consider it necessary to inform trie
Central Committee,

the Party and waole people of the way

in which the tasks of the 1970 State Plan are being imple¬
mented. In the

first half of this year the industrial gross

output was of over 101 per cent, with products obtained
in excess of plan

to the

lei. Compared with the

value

of 1.5 thousand million

first half of 1969»

the volume of

industrial output grew by 12.4 per cent exceeding the rate
established for this year. Likewise
labour productivity,

the tasks of raising

of improving the

quality of production,

increasing the efficiency of the whole economic activity
ere being fulfilled in good conditions. As to investments,
44.6 per cent were realized cf the annual plan and this
makes it possible for us to believe that favourable condi¬
tions exist for an all-round fulfilment of the established
programme. In the
for the

sphere

of foreign trade,

the export plan

first six months of the year has been topped,

an increase of about 25 per cent compared with the

and

first

six months of last year has been achieved.
The

results obtained in the first six months in the

fulfilment of the plan in industry are due to the measures
taken on time for ensuring the good progress of production.
They are

fruit of the intensive work done by workers,

nicians and engineers, by enterprise managers,

tech¬

of better

guidance and management on the part of the ministries and
central bodies of economic activity.
At the same time,

these results demonstrate that

the Party bodies and organizations fulfil better and better
their organizational and leading role in the economy. All
the more worthy of stress are the results recorded in irdustry in the

implementation of the

first half of toe year because,

production plan for the
as is known,

enterprises interrupted their activity
because of the

floods.

hundreds of

in this period

-

6
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As far as agriculture

is concerned,

on the basis

of the decisions of the Plenary Meeting of the Central
Corsmittea

of March,

intensive work has been carried on for

the taking in of bumper crops. Farm operations have been
carried out in good conditions,

a bigger quantity of fer¬

tilizers has been ensured and if the catastrophic floods
would not have occurred, which affected nearly one million
hectares of land,the possibility was envisioned of quite
outstandingly rich harvests. In spite of the difficulties,
owing to Erasures taken for re-sowing the flood-stricken
areas,

for a good crop upkeep we nay appreciate that the

summer grain harvest will ensure adequate
population. As a matter of fact,

supplies to the

the harvesting of barley

and wheat has already started and the crops obtained are
satisfactory; wheat and barley output
good also in

is expected to be

counties where harvesting haa not yet

started.
There are

also prospects for the attainment of

good productions at winter crops. Maize,
the other crops are

also good,

sun-flower and

on the whole;

the humidity

is more than sufficient aid.,

bearing in mind also the

that the weather is warm,

can be assessed that

it

crops will also be satisfactory. Likewise, we are
that we shall be able to cover the requirements

fact

the winter
convinced

for agricul¬

tural produce »
I would like

to mention that in this period the

Party and State leadership have paid particular attention
to the supply of the population, which was reflected by the
fact that the markers were better supplied with farm-food¬
stuff, especially with

vegetables and greens. 'The volume

of goods bought by the population ha3 increased by soma
tea per cant compared with the
ivs may

thus state

first half of last year,

that the general results achieved

in economy in the first six months of the year are good.

-
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have every condition for fulfilling and topping the

State Plan for the whole year
implementation of the

ensuring thus the

1966-1970

ding a powerful starting point
In spite

of all this,

successful

Five-fear Plan and provi¬
for the

I must

next five-year plan.
mention that in this

period too there were manifest a series of shortcomings in
our economic activity as regards the
supplies,

technical-material

the ensuring of know-how and designs for new in¬

vestments,

the

terprises;

shortcoming have also been manifest in the preoc¬

unfolding of cooperation among different en¬

cupation for the
and of labour,

organizational improvement of production

for the

use with better results of the

materiel and financial means,

for raising the profitability

of economic activity. The results obtained in the first six
months demonstrate

that all the enterprises have big reser¬

ves for increasing industrial output,
tivity,

improving the

raising labour produc¬

quality of production,

reducing ma¬

terial expenditures and raising economic efficiency.
Actually almost all the
at

first secretaries who spoit®

the Plenary Meeting referred to

the mobilisation or some
ted the
plan,
than

fact

that,

following

they supplemen¬

pledges of overfulfilling the production and profits

and that

50

the

of these reserves,

in the

first six months they achieved more

?er cent of what

had been proposed;

this shows that

the possibilities of obtaining aoove plan production - cf
course where we
products - are
be made

are

interested in,

where we require such

still big and sustained efforts will have to

fcr turning them to account• Actually,

that there are

a

yet at the planned capacity,
for then to be

it is known

series of enterprises which do not work
although enough time

put into operation;

we

have

ass passed

enterprises where

interruptions occur frequently in the fabrication process,
where

the machines are

not

used to the

full.

Stressing the good results obtained in the economy.

8
I must say that we

-

still have

large,

insufficiently used

possibilities and that it was necessary to intensify effoxin the ensuing period,so as to achieve a much, bigger output
than established by the additional pledges taken. It is
necessary that we do this,

comrades, because we can recover

the losses caused by the calamities in industry in the
place;

hence,

we must concentrate

The ministries,
must take more

the

first-

our forces in this domain.

industrial centrals and enterprises

resolute measures for the removal of the

shcrtceming3 manifest,

for turning to account: the

large

reserves and possibilities of our economy.
As you have

seen from the

tie damage3 caused by floods,

information presented,

amoraat _tt® upwards of tea

thousand million lei. A great number ©£ enterprises are not
working even now at full

capacity, Large quantities of raw

an£ auxiliary materials were destroyed. As to agriculture,
about. 300 thousand hectares are 3till under water. This
special situation makes it

necessary

to take

further ener¬

getic measure3, It must be ensured that all the enterprises
should work at full capacity,

to intensify the action of

economising raw and auxiliary materials,

in order to recover

tilm bulk of the losses suffered.
In connection with this I would like to inform the
Plenary
made

feting that considerable

to the

next five-year plan,

sions. of the Tenth Congress,
production expenditures,

improvements have- seen
compared with the

provi¬

concerning the reduction of

of lowering the consumption of

raw and auxiliary materials',

tfe

rue

are still big reserves. There¬

improvements made,

there

consider that,

even with

fore, we must concern, moirrseIves with obtaining this very
veal progress in lowering' tne production expenditures and
consumption of materials. It is necessary for
'•

ids

die m&mts-

central economic; organisation to firmly implement

deck-sis?®: of the- Central Committee and of ids? Government
rally achieve

this year’s production plan in all. sectors

of activity. We will have
intensive
by the

d, us

to ensure in th

use of the production capacities so that

. of the y<

'

made

up fully for

the losses suffered by industry and turn out an extra pro¬
duction worth about

five

thousand million lei in excess of

plan.
It
increase

is also necessary that the enterprises should

their preoccupation for improving the quality of

production, as this is one

of the key problems of the de¬

velopment of our economy. We must intensify the action of
improving the

organization of production and of labour,

ensuring in th is way the rise of labour productivity,

the

rapid growth of economic efficiency.
Great attention must be attached to the ell-round
fulfilment of the
timo

investments plan,

for commissioning on

and even ahead of schedule some projects,

for ensuring

both the premises of fulfilling under good conditions this
year's plan end also the

lasting basis for the ensuing years.

Bearing in mind the fact in some sectors of activity there
are still serious lags in the achievement
ments plan,

it

of the invest¬

is necessary for the ministries,

Party committees to take every measure

the county

necessary for the

realization of the targets established at the dates agreed
upon. We must

use the existing possibilities to supplemsnt

the plan with some
litate
we have

investments this year,

in this way the fulfilment of the

in order to faci¬
very big tasks

in 1971, Therefore I ask the ministries* executives

as well as the first secretaries,
Central Committee
tation of the

all the members of the

to pay greatest attention to the

investments plan,

implemen¬

and wherever possible work

should start on the new objects ahead of shedule•
In agriculture,
come about,
of all the
after the

taking into account the situation

it is necessary to ensure the fastest re-sowing
areas whence the waters withdraw as

cereals had been harvested large

well as sowing

areas to maize.

-
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vegetable and fodder crops; this will make possible the
recovery of the losses caused by the floods. We must take
every measure for gathering, on time and in good conditions,
the summer crops. I particularly draw

attention to this

problem because rainfalls are forecast for this month too;
one must not only wait for good weather, the situation calls
for work to be done in any weather in order to ensure the
taking In of wheat and barley, on time.
Taking account of the big volume of investments we
have to achieve in agriculture, especially in the zootechnical sector, measures are necessary for the timely achieve¬
ment of all the envisaged operations. This all the more so
as the investment plan in agriculture for the first six
months of the year falls behind.
It is also necessary that bigger attention be paid
to hydromelioration and draining operations, the achievement
of the volume of operations established for this year; any
lag in this domain can have negative repercussions on the
fulfilment of the programme established by the March Ple¬
nary Meeting of the Central Committee of the Party.
In the next period we will have to attach great
attention to preparations for the 1971 plan. The draft plan
for next year is known by now in all enterprises, by all
county committees, hence there is time for thorough prepa¬
rations. For this purpose it is necessary to intensify the
action of concluding the economic contracts for 1971, as
well as long-term contracts for supplies with raw and auxi¬
liary material and equipment, the sale of production, coo¬
peration in production, the carrying out of building opera¬
tions, research themes.
During the second half of this year the plan for
1971 and the 1971-1975 Five-Year Plan

will be debated start¬

ing from works section up to ministries' collegium s aiming
at Identifying fresh resources for raising output and labour
productivity, reducing material expenditures, full achievement

of the

Investments programme

at high efficiency.

Taking into account the

fact that the Five—Tear

Plan provisions are known nearly two years ahead - by the
enterprises, by all the

Party bodies - we may say that the

premises exist for the new plan to start in good coalitions,
for ensuring,

from the very first year,

its successful

implementation.
The two draft bills submitted to the discussions
of this Plenary Meeting

are meant to contribute

to the

perfection of the management of economic activity. They
are

an integral part of the programme of measures esta¬

blished by the National Conference
on the

of the Party in 1967*

improvement of the organization,

planning and mana¬

gement of economic and social activity. As a matter of fact,
the Tenth Congress set the task to our Central Committee that
in 1970 the sction of
line be concluded,

taking measures envisaged along this

so that at the beginning of 1971 the CC

should report to the Party - probably during a National
Conference - of the W3y in which it implemented this task.
Therefore, we

shall further have to prepare the other mea¬

sures - especially the Law on planning,

the Law on foreign

trade and others - so that by the end of the year all of
them shculd have acquired a legal form, endorsed by the
Grand National Assembly,

shculd become the practical guides

to our economic activity.
The measures concerning the organization of produc¬
tion and of labour in agriculture are
to those envisaged by the

in fact in addition

law passed last spring with regard

to labour organization and discipline

in the industrial units

and other State organizations.
As is known,

agriculture in our country is a basic

branch of economic activity. Therefore,

the thorough organi¬

zation of production and of laoour in this sector, for steddily raising plant and animal output,

is a most important

task. Proceeding from the fact that the earth is the chief

-
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means of production in agriculture, that, regardless of
ownership, it is the boon of the whole nation and that al¬
though the nation is interested in it being
well used and worked,
in its increased fertility,
and production potential - our Party and State permanently
preoccupy themselves with preserving and administering well
the land stock, with increasing the arable area, with carrying
out vast melioration operations, draining and irrigations,
with creating conditions for ensuring steadily more plenti¬
ful harvests*
The draft bill envisages a number of measures and
duties both for the State bodies and for the workers of the
State,agricultural enterprises, for the cooperative farmers
and private producers in the timely and corresponding exe¬
cution of farm operations which are of decisive importance
for the quantity and quality of agricultural output.
The problem of the quality

of labour is of para¬

mount importance both for industry and agriculture. It is
evident that under the conditions of the socialist system
the State has the obligation to watch over all sectors that
best conditions exist for them to carry on activity based
on the latest gains of science and, technique. The fact that
the social base of our system is the alliance of the working
class and peasantry, presupposes that the two friendly classes
should unite their efforts for the successful implementation
of the whole programme of developing ths technical-material
base of society. That is why clear-cut regulations are re¬
quired for the organization of labour and production in agri¬
culture - the same as the strengthening of order and disci¬
pline are required in industry} that is why our society
cannot be indifferent to the way in which operations are pro¬
ceeding in agriculture - this particularly important sector
of economic activity. The draft bill was extensively debated
with the working people in the villages. The f&ct that all
workers, the cooperative farmers welcomed the draft bill and
made proposals so that

it could meet best possible the requirt

- 13
ments of organizing activity In agriculture,
ing order and discipline

proves both the

consciousness of our peasantry and the

of strengthen¬

high socialist

correctness of the

provisions included in the draft bill*
Of course,the endorsement of the bill alone will
not solve

of itself the question. It is necessary for the

Ministry of Agriculture
bodies,

the

and Silviculture,

the agricultural

Council of the National Union of Agricultural

Production Cooperatives and county unions,

the management

of State enterprises,of the agricultural mechanization en¬
terprises and of the agricultural cooperatives,
councils,

most resolutely act for the
stipulations of the bill,
ment,

the people's

the Party county committees and organizations to
translation into life of the

for

raising the level of manage¬

organization and planning activities in agriculture,

for enhancing the

initiative of the agricultural units*

of each and every worker and cooperative

farmer.

It is known that the Party and the State have taken
of late

a series of measures for improved material incentives

to the working people
ago, measures ware

in the villages; well-nigh two months

taken for raising the price of a series

of agricultural produce* especially of animal produce. This
demonstrates the preoccupation to ensure the
of the development programme

national economy also from the viewpoint
to the

implementation

of this important branch of the

working people. However, we

have

of incentives
to correctly blend

the granting of material incentives with a good organization
of work, with order, with discipline, with the execution of
operations under best of conditions. It is only in this way
that we will be able to implement

the great tasks envisaged

in the next five-year plan for agriculture. The bill to be
debated by the Grand National Assembly is also meant to
so rve the

same purpose•

There

is no doubt that,

by skilfully using the legal

framework created by the above-mentioned measures, we will

achieve a considerable improvement in our agricultural ac¬
tivity* This improvement shouLd reflect in a faster growth
of agricultural production and of the peasantry’s incomes,
in the enhanced contribution of agriculture to the growth
of the national wealth, to the building of the multilaterally developed socialist society in our homeland*
As to the draft bill concerning the husbanding of
material and money resources and the organization of fi¬
nancial control, it is aimed at more clearly specifying
the role and responsability of the management of socialist
enterprises and organizations in most efficiently using the
material and money resources given them by our socialist
state.Life has demonstrated the necessity of ensuring a
better organization of control over the use of these re¬
sources and a single guidance of financial control.
The problem of a good husbanding of the material
and money resources, of the increased efficiency of each
leu that is spent is of cardinalimpartaaca for the successful un¬
folding of socialist construction. Therefore, the mana¬
gement of enterprises, of ministries, all those entrusted
by the Stste, by the people with the administration and
husbanding of material and money resources must feel high¬
ly responsible, make every effort for the husbanding of
these resources with optimum results. It is true, comrades,
that good results have been registred in this respect; how¬
ever, many shortcomings still exist. If all those having
a certain role in the management of economy would evince
a more sustained and permanent preoccupation for a good
administration, we would have much better results; the
development programme of socialism itself would progress
at a more intense rate and a still more sustained increase
in the working people’s incomes could be ensured. That is
why we have to seriously reflect on the significance of a
good husbanding,of the use with maximum efficiency of the
resources made available by the State, by the people for

15 economic activity; that la why we have to pay special at¬
tention to the training of people we entrust with the ad¬
ministration of these funds, to exercise

a more efficient

guidance and control.
Of course - the same as in other domains - measu¬
res for

Improved control do not solve the question by It¬

self. We have to ensure a better training of managerial
staff - and the measures we are thinking of are aiming at
this* We think that - and a law is

being worked out In

this respect - the jobs of economic management be assigned
in the future only to people having thorough knowledge, not
only in matters of technique but also In economy, adminis¬
tration, people who proved in practice their skill in ad¬
ministration, in managing economic activity with good re¬
sults.
Therefore, the measures included in the draft bill
we have debated are only one facet - of course an important
but still one facet - of the process of improvement in the
administration and husbanding of the material and money re¬
sources; financial control is but a component of keeping a
watchful eye on economic activity.
Taking into account the

deficiencies still exist¬

ing in this domain, it Is necessary for the Ministry of Fi¬
nance, for the other ministries, the management of the soci¬
alist organizations to act most firmly for strengthening the
spirit of responsability in spending each leu. It is also
necessary for the Party bodies and organizations to exercise
a more sustained control, to guide and organize more effici¬
ently the good administration and use of the material and
money resources, to draw the broad mass of the people, the
working people into performing control, to improving acti¬
vity at every place of work.
Proceeding from the fact that the real masters of
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all the means of production, of all the material assets are
the working people, the people, we must organise activity
in such a way that all those who work should feel their res¬
ponsibility and actively participate in the good husbanding
and use of the material and money resources* It is only in
this way that we will be able to register superior results,
in step with the present conditions and increased possibili¬
ties of our national economy* It is only in this way that our
economic activity will yield better and better results, that
we will be able to achieve both a development of industry and
agriculture at a sustained rate, and greater improvement in
the living standards of the entire people.
Comrades,
The information on last spring's inundations offer¬
ed you a picture of the proportions of this calamity without
precedent occured in our country and, especially, of the vast
activity carried on for the limitation or preventing of the
effects of the catastrophe, on the work of hundreds upon
hundreds of thousands of people who, day and night, have
spared no efforts in the fight with the raging waters* We
must say that if the inundations have not caused still great¬
er damages, this was due to the energetic and resolute mea¬
sures taken, to the heroism proved by the citizens of our
homeland. You have heard the addresses of the first secre¬
taries o? the counties which had been most seriously affect¬
ed by the floods.But what these comrades have said renders
only to a small extent - and actually is difficult to des¬
cribe by words - the scope and gravity of the May and June
inundations* I visited in that period almost all the floodstricken counties.* If I were not there, I could not be able,
perhaps, to understand the comrades who rang up every hour
asking for help in the fight against the devastating waters.
Indeed, comrades, there were no exaggerations in the press
reports - on the contrary, one did not succeed in rendering

the real proportions of the calamity. We must say that the
inundations were of a special gravity and that, in fact,
everything possible has been done - by the county committe¬
es, by our party organisations, by the working people - to
holt the raging waters, to diminish and limit the damages.
In some places - especially along tbs Danube — work proce¬
eded for weeks on end in extremely difficult conditions to
prevent new overflows. Two times at the Iron Gates there
were extreme ly difficult situations,but everybody vsacked day and
night for removing the danger which seriously threatened
the entire construction. Along the Danube, tens upon tens
of thousands of people worked for raising the dams, higher,
for immediately filling the breaches made in the dams. It is
only in this way that we were able

to prevent a catastrophe

whose consequences would be difficult to remove, namely the
inundation of the Danube meadow, of the Danube marches which
would affect hundreds upon hundreds of hecfearss and numero¬
us localities.
That is why I particularly want to thank at this
Plenary Meeting as well, all those who have carried on a
genuinely heroic work in those days and weeks. Worthy of
stress is the fact that, in those difficult circumstances,
the solidarity and unity of cur entire people around the Party
was once more demonstrated. The way in which all the citizens
of the homeland have answered the call of the Party and of
the Government to help the affected areas, also demonstrates
a high socialist counsciousness, the unfliching confidence
in our communist party.
I should particularly point out the attitude of the
working class which, this time too, was in the first ranks,
fulfilling brilliantly its role of leading class of the so¬
cialist society. I must also praise the attitude of our pea¬
santry, this reliable ally of the working class, which, so
many times in the course of history, understood to do every-

thing to make

its contribution to the

overcoming of the

great difficulties of our people. As I have said also in
other occasions,
mark;

the

intelligentsia too proved up to the

it enthusiastically answered the

contributing - alongside

call of the Party

of the working-class and of the

peasantry - to re-malcing and ensuring a normal course

to

economic and social life. That is why our Party and State
have appreciated and continue to appreciate the

impcrtant

tole of the intelligentsia in our society - the intelli¬
gentsia which has completely identified itself with the
cause of socialist construction. Life
trated that the

has once more demons¬

unity of workers, peasants and intellectuals

under the Party’s leadership represents a tremendous force,
capable to surmount any difficulty,

to ensure the

successful

implementation of the tasks of socialist construction.
I consider it my duty to scress at this Plenary Meet¬
ing too, the

important role played by the military of the

Armed Forces,

the lofty responsibility anddevotiLonvath which

they fulfilled their duty to the homeland under the difficult
circumstances. I also want to lay stress on the
contribution of the patriotic detachments,
ful youth,

important

of our wonder¬

of its military training units.

Taking into consideration the

unprecedented

scope

of the inundations this year special measures are needed
for avoiding further destructions in the
all,

future. First of

additional operations are necessary to

what we had

initially established for the regularization of some water
courses,
has been

for the building of embankments and dams. As it
pointed out at the Plenary Meeting, the

tions could be avoided or the danger lessened

inunda¬

in those

places where dams existed. Therefore, we will have to re¬
consider the hydromelioration programme with account being
taken of the
At present,

new measures which must immediately be

taken.

the necessary surveys are being worked out; we
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will have to proceed to a general mobilization of the en¬
tire people for the realization of the volume of works ne¬
cessary on this line. Already this year, it is necessary
to remake and consolidate the dams which have been affect¬
ed and new ones to be built to protect localities and en¬
terprises, We consider it the duty of every county commit¬
tee fit every city committee to instantly proceed - with the
help of experts - to the implementation of these measures so
that if such a situation would recure we may avoid losses
like those we have sustained this year. The experience of
a series of towns and enterprises has proved that if we have
a series of embankments - not too big ones - we can diminish
to a great extent losses caused by floods. Therefore, the
Party bodies and organizations must take firm steps in or¬
der to carry out already this summer operations meant for
protecting localities and economic units against floods.
It is also necessary for us to better organize the
activity of the Meteorogical Institute, It appears that we
should equip it better, but at the same time we have to look
more closely into its activity, for there have been not a
few cases when its forecasts came out exactly contrariwise.
We will also have to improve the informational and alarm
system, as here too, deficiencies were manifest and as a
result a series of localities were taken unawares by the
floods. It is also necessary to improve cooperation with
the neighbour countries, especially with those with which
we have common water courses, inclusive of cooperation in
the domain of information and alarm systems, so that we
should be able to jointly avoid such catastrophe in the fu¬
ture •
The unity and determination with which the Romanian
people answered the Party’s call in those difficult times,
demonstrates once more the tiremerdous force of a people that
is free master of its destinies, that is building the socia¬
list system and working for the many-sided development of its
homeland,for the victory of socialism and communism.
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Comrades,

Cur agenda also inclines precarstdcns ixr thece3ehratn.cn afthe 5Ctn smicf fcha Party. This anniversary should occasion a sur¬
vey of the entire fight waged by our Party in the service
of the working class, of the people, of its activity car¬
ried on for implementing the role of the leading force in
the socialist society*
Under the difficult conditions caused by the floods,
our party bodies and organisations have proved themselves
up to their role and responsibility to the people* The
communists, the party organizations and bodies were in the
van of the fight against the raging waters, they spared
no effort for ensuring a resumption
Of the normal course of social life as a whole• In such

circumstances it has been proved once again how close the
Party's link with the working people in town and country¬
side, regardless of nationality, how confidently our peo¬
ple follows the Communist Party,

how enthusiastically it

carries the Party's Marxist-Leninist policy which fully
accords with the interests and aspiration of the whole na¬
tion*
That is why the Party's anniversary will be a r9dletter for the whole people* It will have to be an oppor¬
tunity for improving the Party's organisational and poli¬
tical activity in general, the activity of all country bo¬
dies sad organizations, of every communist* Meeting the
50th anniversary should mark a still stronger assertion of
the Party's leading role in all spheres of activity. The
~;arty bodies must improve guidance of activities in

en¬

terprises and institutions, they must carry on an inten¬
sive political activity for the successful

implementation

vf the tasks set by the Tenth Congress.
The celebration of the Party's 50th foundation anni¬
versary will take place in the first year of the new Fivefear Plan. Consequently, this celebration will have to be

-
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closely related to the endeavours for expanding the techni¬
cal and material base of society,for improving the socialist
relstioas,

for the

advancement of science

and culture,

for

building the many-sidedly developed socialist society.
At the

sane time,

celebration of the Party's foun¬

dation anniversary should proceed under the sign of inten¬
sified international activity of our Party and State for the
development of our country's cooperation and unity with the
socialist states, with the

communist and workers'

parties,

for enhancing Romania's contribution to expanded interna¬
tional cooperation,

to expanded cooperation with all coun¬

tries regardless of social system,

to the achievement of

security and peace in Europe and throughout the world.
Our Party and people
fact that the

are profoundly aware of the

successful implementation of the tasks of

socialist construction in Romania signifies an important
contribution to the general cause of socialism. At
same

the

time, Romanis makes by her international activity a

contribution to strengthening the world socialist system,
the

anti-imperialist front,

to the

fight of the peoples

for peace and social progress.
Of course,

comrades, we are laying special stress

in our activity on solving the problems of socialist cons¬
truction in our country. As a matter of fact,
impossible
ty;

to be

it must prove

otherwise

in the

case

it would be

of a government par¬

its capability of solving the practical

problems of socialist construction,

it must apply the Marx-

ist-Leninist teaching to the cord.itions prevailing in the
own country where

it is carrying on its activity. This is

by far not a policy of isolation or nationalistic - as so¬
me people try sometimes to speak of our Party and country.
On the contrary,

carrying through the goals of socialism

signifies preoccupying oneself - there where one lives,
where one works, where history has assigned to us

the
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task

of leading society - with, solving in the best of con¬

ditions the big problems posed by building the new system.
At the

same time, comrades, we are aware of the need

- and we are acting in consequence - to study also the expe¬
rience of other parties, of other socialist countries* and
we do not hesitate to apply what accords with our own con¬
ditions* We consider it a necessity that exchanges of views,
of information should exist between the socialist countries,
between the communist parties in power, that they should
study each other's experience in socialist and communist
construction. We also consider it necessary to expand co¬
operation and mutual assistance both with the socialist
countries in CMEA membership, and with all the other socia¬
list countries for the development and flourishing of each
socialist nation and, at the same time, for the strengthen¬
ing of the entire world socialist system*
As you have heard in the reports delivered to this
Plenary Meeting, the Party and Government of our country
have carried on an ample international activity in the last
few months. This entire activity was carried out in the spi»
rit of the Tenth

Party Congress decisions to act firmly and

consistently for the development of the cooperation ard uni¬
ty of all the socialist countries, for getting over the exisl
ing divergencies - an indispensable condition in the asser¬
tion of the might and influence of socialism in the world.
The Romanian Communist Party has partook in the cebration of Lenin's birth centenary, and in May a delegation
of our Party paid a visit to the

USSR and had talks

with

the delegation of,the Communist.Party of the.Soviet Union,
with comrades L.I.Brezhnev, N.V.Podgornyi, M.A.Spslov and
with other leaders of the Party and Soviet State. The Mos¬
cow talks of our Party's delegation and the delegation of
the CPSU tackled a series of problems concerning the rela-

tions between our parties and states, as well as $ wide
sphere of problems of the

international situation* I would

like to mention that the talks proceeded in a working at¬
mosphere and that following these talks we reached the com¬
mon conclusion to act for the steady development

of the re¬

lations between our parties and countries based on the prin¬
ciples of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism,
equal rights, mutual respect and non-interference in intern¬
al affairs. We also positively assess the discussions con¬
ducted later on in Moscow between the Government delegation
led by comrade Ion Gheorghe Maurer and the delegation of tde
Government of the Soviet Union led by comrade A.U»Kosygin#
As you know,

these

last few days,

a Party and Govern¬

ment delegation of the Soviet Union led by comrade A.M.Ko¬
sygin visited Romania, when the Treaty of Friendship, Coope¬
ration and Mutual Assistance between

the Socialist Repu¬

blic of Romania and the Soviet Union was signed* The visit
of the Party and Government delegation of the Soviet Union,
the talks we had on the

occasion proceeded in a warm atmos¬

phere of comradely friendship,

allowed for a fruitful ex¬

change of opinions ana contributed to a better acquaintance,
to the deepening of mutual understanding*
The new Romanian-Soviet Treaty signed a few days
ago in Bucharest,

providing the setting for the relations

between Romania and the Soviet Union for a twenty-year pe¬
riod,
of the

opens up new prospects for the
cooperation,

further development

friendship and alliance

between our

parties and countries. It promotes the principles of newtype relations between the socialist countries, based cn
Marxism-Leninism,

on proletarian internationalism,

on equal

rights and non-interference in internal affairs,

on the ob¬

servance of national independence and sovereignty,

on mutual

assistance and advantage. There
will make a valuable

is no doubt that this Treaty

contribution to the cause of the

ration and unity of the

socialist countries,

coope¬

of progress

-

acd peace
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in the world. Our Party arxi people will do every¬

thing for the

steady development of the relations with the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union, with the peoples of tl

Soviet Union as they consider that this corresponds both tc
the

interests of our countries and parties,

and the genera'

interests of socialism and peace.
We also had,

of late,

a series of talks with leade’

and delegations of communist and workers’parties and of na¬
tional liberation movementsj with Santiago

Carillo,

Gene¬

ral Secretary of the Communist Party of Spain, with Georgs;

Machais, Assistant General Secretary of the French Communi:
Party, Alvaro Cunhal,

General Secretary of the Portguese C<

munist Party, Enrico Berlinguer,

Assistant General Secrets:

of the Italian Communist Party, with Azis Mohamad,
cretary of the CC of the
Dario Sousa,

First

Iraqi Communist Party, with Buber

General Secretary ofthe People’s Party of Pa¬

nama, with a delegation of the Mexican

Communist Party, wi

the delegation of the Dominican Communist Party,
Communis’. Party of Svved3n,

of the Le

with the Chairman of the Ration.

Liberation Movement of South-West Africa and with other ae
legations.
Like-wise,
tions,
ti’

there were numerous exchanges of delega

of activists of our Party and of the communist par¬

of the

socialist countries and of soma

tikis# On :ue

capitalist cou

occasion of congresses that were also attend

ed by delegations,of our Party,

talks were held with a gre

number of parties.
-bio this framework I would also like to refer to
visit paid by Comrade Emil Bodnara? at head of a delegatio
of the Grand National Assembly and of the State Council to
the Korean Democratic People's Republic and to the People'
hepublic of China. Important
held on the

occasion. We

talk3, with good results, wer

highly appreciate the

outcome of

vi-it no the Korean Democratic People’s Republic - especia

-
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the talks held with Comrade Kim II Sung# This visit and the
talks spotlighted the joint wish

to davelop the relations

between our parties and peoples, to contribute to the
strengthening of the unity of the international communist
movement.
We particularly appreciate also the visit of our
Party and State delegation to the People’s Bepublic of
China, especially the talks held with comrades Mao Tsa-fcung,
Lin Piao, Chou En-lai, Kang Sheng, and with other leaders,
of the Chinese

Communist Party and of the Chinese

State.

Spotlighted on the occasion were the development
of the fruitful relations between our parties and countries*
the joint wish to act along this line
which corresponds

in the future too -

both to the interests of our parties and

countries and to the general cause of socialism and peace
in the world.
Our whole activity mirrors the Party’s permanent
preoccupation for contributing to the overcoming of diffi¬
culties within the communist and working-class movement,
to the development and strengthening of the
solidarity of the working people,
the

international

to the strengthening of

unity of the communist and working-class movement,

of

all the anti-imperialist forces. Of course, comrades, we
are aware of the fact that the strengthening of the unity
of the communist and working-class movement can only be
achieved on a new basis,

in which the autonomy and inde¬

pendence of each communist party be fully ensured, just
as the right to draw up - in conformity with the concrete
conditions prevailing in the country, in which it carries
on its activity - its-general policy. We are also aware of
the fact that the advancement of the communist movement, of
the

ideas of communism.presupposes a large and free debate,

a scientific analysis and interpretation of the changes come

-
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about in the world, and - on this foundation - the creative
developsnt of the Marxisfc-Leninist teaching in concordance
with the new economic-social conditions; the Romanian Com¬
munist Party acts and will further act along this line.
The whole international activity carried on by the
RCP and our Government

fully corresponds to the interests

of socialist construction in Romania, to the development of
our Party and State's relations with, the
tries and with the communist and workers'

socialist coun¬
parties, as well

as to the cause of the cohesion of the socialist countries,
the cause

of the

unity, of the international communist and

working-class movement,

of strengthening

the

anti-imperia¬

list forces.
In this period a series of meetings and visits on
a state line also took place. These
President’s visit to Romania,
in June,

included the Turkish

the visit I paid to France

the visit of the President of Zambia and the vi¬

sit of the Shahinshah of Iran to Romania, as well as the
visit recently p?id by Comrade Maurer to the Federal Repu¬
blic

of Germany. We consider that these visits,

the talks

we have had spotlighted once again the possibility of deve¬
loping cooperation among state? in the

spirit of the prin¬

ciples of peaceful coexistence. Romania consistently acts
for the intensification of cooperation with all states,
gardless of social system,

re¬

for the establishment in intern¬

ational life of relations based on the principles of nation¬
al independence and sovereignty,

fully equal rights,

non¬

interference in internal affairs and mutual advantage.
7/e consider that of decisive

importance

for the

development of normal inter-state relations are the obser¬
vance of the right of each people

to decide

without outside

liquidation of every prac¬

interference,

the

tice and tendency of domination and dictate,

its own fate,

the abolition

of force a3 a means of solving litigious international is-
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s ue s.
If Romania's international activity enjoys respon¬
se in many states,

tnis is due to the fact that her foreign

policy corresponds to the
that

international situation of today,

the principles for which our country militates on the

international arena are principles which imposed themselves
more and more

as the

only ones that can ensure fruitf ul, and

peaceful cooperation among all the peoples of the world.
Life constantly demonstrates that
issues can only be solved with the
states - big

the international

participation of all

or small - that the small and medium-sized

countries, pursuing a consistent policy of cooperation and
of peace, can make

together with the big powers a fruitful

contribution to the settlement
Actually,

of the

international problems.

in the world of today one can no longe? solve the

problems by ignoring the

interests of any people. The events

in Indochina clearly demonstrate that whan

a people - even

small - is determined to defend its national independence
and sovereignty,

not to admit imperialist domination it can

do this successfully, enjoying tha unanimous support of the
peoples of the world.
In our international activity we have paid and are
paying special attention to the problems of security on the
European continent. The meatings and talks we have had with
Party and State leaders, with politicians and representati¬
ves of public opinion have
more

strengthened our conviction still

that conditions are at hand for starting the prepara¬

tion and organization of a conference of the European coun¬
tries,

that.should pave the road towards the

implementation

of security^ towards tha gradual settlement of the problems
that have accumulated on tha Continent. In fact,
dum of tha foreign affairs ministers of tha

the memoran¬

socialist coun¬

tries who recently mat in Budapest found favourable response
among all the

peoples;

it creates fresh premises for the

- 28 starting of the.preparation and organization of the Euro¬
pean Conference*
Our Party and people expressed and express their
anxiety in connection with the persistence of hotbeds of
tension in the world* We acted and act in support of the
struggle

of the Vietnamese

Indochina,

people

and of the peoples of

for contributing to the

in that peninsula;

cessation of the war

the U.S* troops must be withdrawn,

peoples in that part of the world must be
their own problems without outside
We

also act for the

flict on the

interference!

settlement of the Hear East con¬

basis of the Security Council Resolution of

November 1967,
from the

the

left to solve

for the withdrawal -of the Israeli troops

occupied Arab territories,

for ensuring security

and integrity to all the states.and the establishment of
peace

in that part of the world.
In the

in conclusion,
act in the
gress,

the RCP General Secretary said

spirit

of the Directives of the Tenth Party Con¬

for the development of cooperation with all the

list countries,
forces,

future too,

the Party and Government of our country will .

for the unity of all the

socia¬

anti-imperialist

for the broad development of the relations with all

the countries and peoples of

the world,

for peace and se¬

curity in the world.
Comrades,
Our Party and people
importance

are

faced with tasks of great

and responsibility* Our Plenary Meeting is called

upon to adopt decisions of great significance

for the future

activity. We are fully convinced that the whole Party and the
entire people will act in close
mit; tee ,

for the

the Tenth Congress,
society and

unity around the Central Com¬

fulfilment of all the tasks established by
for the

further development of our whole

the continous advancement of the material apd

spiritual welfare

of the working people

of our homeland*

-
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I thick you will agree with me
the Party bodies and organizations,
ple

on conveying to all

to all the working peo¬

good wishes for fresh and fresh successes in the activi¬

ty devoted to the advancement of the economy,
ture,

to the flourishing of the whole

science and cul¬

country, to the buil¬

ding of socialism and communism in our homeland*
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DECISION
ON- ?H5 CRUS BCR r ION 0? IHR CRRI-INNIi:: -.?.Y 0? TK5

ocrruuist party

r::lu<:an

In May 1971*

it will be 50 years since the

of the Romanian Communist Party,
Romanian people

in the

struggle

ploitation and oppresion,
on of society,

the

founding

tasted leader of the

for the abolition of ex¬

for the revolutionary tranformat-

for welfare

and happiness,

for the

triumph

of socialism in Romania.
The setting up of the
ago marked a

Communist Party half a century

historic turning point Inlie development of the 'work¬

ing class movement of. this country on the
ist-Lsninist

tionary struggle of the proletariat,
gressive forces,

.revolu¬

of the democratic,

pro¬

continuing and furthering the glorious tra¬

ditions of the people's struggle
beration,

basis of the Marx-

ideology, raised onto a higher stage the

for social and national li¬

for the building of a prosperous,

free and

pendent Romania* Under the leadership of the RCP,

inde¬

the working

people of Romania have covered a long road of struggles and
of victories,

removed the domination of the ruling classes

and of foreign imperialism,

carried through the people's re¬

volution, went over to the building of socialism, ,opened up
wide

the roads of social progress in our homeland.
The Central Committe decides that the semi-centenary

celebration of the Romanian Communist Partly snould proceed
under the token of creative activity for the implementation
of the grand programme of the

flourishing of the homeland,

a programme drawn up by the Tenth Congress,
vement of fresh sucoeses

in building

mic ami cultural advancement,

for the

socialism,

in raising the.living standard,

.-'or the continuous strengthening of the Party,
role

in society,

for the

achie¬

in econo¬

of its leading

iat9nsification of its political,

organizational and ideological activity among the broad mass

- 31 of working people*
The working-class movement of Romania lias rick
revolutionary traditions;

it asserted itself in the coun¬

try's political life in the second half of the 19th centu¬
ry when it came into undelayed contact with the

ideas of

socialism, the Marxist outlook on the world and on socie¬
ty, apd was acting as a mighty motive power of social pro¬
gress* An active detachment of the world proletariat,

the

working-class movement of Romania developed ample links of
solidarity with the working class of other countries, and
kept in touch,

through its representatives, with the First

Communist International founded by Marx and Engels, and
was appreciated even by the
nism. An important episode

founders of scientific commu¬
in the growth of our working-

class movement had been the

foundation in 1883 of the Social-

Democratic Party of the workers of Romania, which stimulat¬
ed the dissemination of the ideas of scientific socialism,
the

unfolding in steadily broad forms of the proletariat's

social-political activity,

of the struggle of the working

masses in towns and countryside for economic rights,
democratic freedoms,

for the

for

country's development on a

progressive lire.
The First ?7orld 'tfar, which sharpened to an unprece¬
dented extent the social, economic and class contradictions,
gave a fresh impulse to the
the

social movements,

intensified

struggle of our entire people for t he accomplishment

of the

unitary national state* In these conditions,

of the proletariat,
revolutionary means,
rations,

the will

of the working people of imposing, by
the satisfaction of their vital aspi¬

of imprinting.a new orientation on the social-eco¬

nomic development of Romania asserted itself with an impres¬
sive force.
The victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution

- 32 of Russia, which,

a she red. in the era of mankind’s transition

from capitalism to socialism had been an inspiring example
exerting a profound influence on the revolutionary workingclass movement of Romania. The Romanian revolutionaries,
the mass of the people
the

in this

country

saw

in

triumph of the October Revolution an encouragement and

an ardent clarion call to fight for the attainment of the
aspirations for freedom and progress,
al liberation. Wall known are
ticular militancy of tbs

for social and nation¬

the extensive

scope and par¬

general strike of October 1920,

a

strike which powerfully shook the very foundations of the
bourgeois-landlord system, demonstrating the strenght and
revolutionary vigour of the Romanian proletariat,

its capa¬

bility - verified subsequently by history to the full - of
steering the destinies of the whole people.
Under the conditions of the tempestuous growth of
the working-class movement,

of a

profound process of Maix-

ist-Leninist political and ideological clarification in the
struggle for the adoption of a consistently revolutionary
line,

the Congress of the Socialist Party of May 8,

1921,

decided on turning this party into the Communist Party of
Romania and on its affiliation to the Third Communist Inter¬
national,

set up by 7,1.Lenin.

Assarting itself in the arena of political life,

or¬

ganizing the social battles against the exploiting classes,
the Communist Party wrote down in the history of the home¬
land numberless pages of revolutionary heroism and abnegat¬
ion. Particularly forcefully manifest was the Communist Par¬
ty’s political and organizational capacity at the time of the
big revolutionary battles of January-Fsoruary 1933, against
the measures taken by the'capitalists to get out of the
at 'he expense of the working people,
-■os-

same time the

crisis

cattles which were at

first large-scale working-class movement

-
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in Europe against the danger spelt by fascism. The Commu¬
nist Party proved to be the

fearless revolutionary vanguard

datacnecent of the proletariat and, at the
ponent of the
people,

same tine the ex¬

vital interests of the large mass of working

of the peasantry and inteiiigensia,

of large progres¬

sive social sections. The Party consistently and firmly fought
against national oppression,
darity among all the
ty;

the

oe3t

for fraternal frisnship and soli¬

working people, regardless of nationali¬

son3 of the Romanian people and of the coinha¬

biting nationalities were active within its ranks.
The banner-bearer of the fundamental nations! inte¬
rests of the Romanian people,

the Communist Party rose in

defence of the country's independence and sovereignty, mili¬
tated for a foreign policy of peace and cooperation with the
other peoples,

against

the domination of foreign imperialism,

for friendship and alliance between Romania and the Soviet
Union.
Haaembered for ever in the history of the homeland,
as a brilliant symbol of the revolutionary spirit of the com¬
munists,

of their utmost devotion to the cause of the freedom

of the people will be their fight against fascism and naoi
occupation,

for Romania's liberation and re-winning of na¬

tional independence.
In the years of underground activity,
communists, devoted to the

the Romanian

ideas of proletarian internationa¬

lism, gave proof of a lofty spirit of solidarity with the
struggle of the

communists,

of the working class,

of the peo-r

pies of other countries, against reaction, fascism,
mocratic rights aod.a better life,

for de¬

for their countries' liber¬

ty and independence.
There have been many of our Party members, many mem¬
bers of the Union of Communist Youth, and other revolutiona¬
ry fighters who dtaring the yeer3 of underground activity, cf
military fascist dictatorship, were detained in prisons 3nd

-
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camps, and paid with tbsir lives for the devotiop to the
cause of socialism and of .the homeland’s freedom. Our Party,
the whole Romanian people, highly value the activity of the
communists, of all the revolutionary fighters who - inspir¬
ed by the ideal of building a duster society on the Romanian
soil - were facing with self-denial the hardships of the
fight against the bourgeois-landlord.regime, dedicated their
whole life to the liberation of the working people, to the
progress of Romania.
One of the most glorious episodes in the history
of the Communist Party has been its organizing and leading
the armed insurrection of August 1944. Voicing the tomments
of the people, the aspirations of the overwhelming majority
of the nation, the Communist Party managed to rally the
broadest social, patriotic, democratic and progressive for¬
ces, military staff and the Army and to secure the overthrow
of the military-fascist dictatorship, the turning cf weapons
on nazi Germany and the country's joining the anti-Hitler
coalition. Highly important for the victory of the liberation
struggle waged by the Romanian people have been the brilli¬
ant victories won by the glorious Red Army, by the heroic
peoples of the Soviet Union which bore the brunt of the war,
making a decisive contribution to the liberation of the peo¬
ples from the fascist yoke. Our Party has been the decisive
force which ensured the Romanian people’s participation with all its economic, military and human resources - in the
war waged alongside of the Soviet Army for the complete li¬
beration of the homelarxL's territory,.for smashing fascism,
up to final victory over nazl Germany.
The Communist Party succesfully led the people's re¬
volution, the fight for the chantry's democratization and for
winning political power; under "its leadeship, in tempestuous
class battles of an unprecedented scope in the history of Ro¬
mania,

the working class - which vigorously asserted its con-
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sistently revolutionary spirit - in alliance with the work¬
ing peasantry, with the broad mass of working
ated the reactionary forces, established the
democratic government of March 6,
and proclaimed the Republic,

people, defe¬
revolutionary

194-5* removed the monarchy

and built subsequently the so¬

cialist state.
A most important role was played by the acaievement,
already in the conditions of underground struggle of coopera¬
tion between the Communist Party and the 3ociai-43emocratiC
Party; by their merger in 1948 - on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist ideology - the Romanian Workers' Party,
united party of the working class was set up,

the

our country

being among the first countries which achieved the politicalorganizational unity of the working class. This significant
political victory fulfilled an imperative historic-need,
experience of Romania demonstrating that the

the

unity of the

working class is one of the fundamental premises for winning
power, and for building the

new social system.

Fulfilling its lofty mission entrusted to it by the
people, the Romanian Communist Party blazed the trail to the
brightest era in the long history of our country - the era
of the socialist revolution and construction;

under its lea¬

dership, Romania has witnessed in the last quarter of a cen¬
tury radical transformations in the whole economic and class
structure,

in the social and State organization,

in the way

of life of the working people; bourgeois-landlord exploitation
has been abolished for ever and socialism has triumphed for
good and all in town and countryside.
On the Communist Party's semi-centenary, Romania
stands as a socialist State in full upsurge, which holds a
worthy place in the ranks of the peoples of the world;

the

productive forces have grown powerfully on the basis of the
building up of a modern socialist industry;, the cooperativiaation of agriculture has profoundly changed the life of the
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villages and has placed agriculture on the

line of inten¬

sive and multilateral development; the spiritual treasurestore of the country has been enriched - education, science,
the arts and literature are blossoming powerfully,

assert¬

ing themselves as.outstanding factors in the building of the
:cialist society* Under the conditions of the dynamic pro¬
gress of the economy, the national income
after year and,
people - supreme

on this basis, the

has increased year

living standard of the

target of the Party policy, of our socia¬

list system.
Ona of the great victories of the Romanian Communist
Party's policy is the fact that it-has done away with the
inequality, discrimination and oppression in relation to
working people of other nationalities,

that it has solved the

national question in the spirit of Harxism-Laninism, Our so¬
cialist society has created the conditions for the
hampered assertion of all citizens,
ty,

free,

un¬

regardless of national!-,

in social life, has strengthened the

fraternal friend¬

ship and unity of the Romanian people and the coinhabiting
nationalities.
The policy of the Communist Party,

the building of

the socialist system have given new brilliance to the Roma¬
nian nation, ensuring the fruition of all its creative ener¬
gies,

strengthening the

cohesion of society on the basi3 of the

the community of aims and maqor interests of all the working
people. The alliance and friendship between the working class
and the peasantry,

the social-political unity of all the

working people have been lastingly consolidated.around the
•Romanian Communist Party,

around its leadership. There

force today that could rob the Romanian people

is no

of its revolu¬

tionary gains, divert it from the road on which it is advanc¬
ing firmly and resolutely,

unde? the Party's

banner - the

road of socialism and communism.
Of course,

the history of five decades of the Romanian
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Communist Party does not reflect a rectiliner evolution,
the Party was not exempt from difficulties, mistakes and
shortcomings in working out its political line and tactics,
in establishing its forms of activity. Characteristic, how¬
ever,

is the fact that the Party found in its ranks,

of the working class, sufficient

in that

strength to right the mis¬

takes, to surmount the difficulties, to ensure

the victory

of socialism. In the struggle for overcoming the difficul¬
ties and shortcomings, the Romanian Communist Party has
strengthened and grown mature, has gained rich experience,
has increased its capability of solving the complex problems
of the revolutionary struggle and of socialist construction
in a creative,

original manner in keeping with the

objective

demands and concrete conditions of this country,
The grand achievements recorded along this historic
road of half a century is the most conclusive proof of the
correctness of the policy of the Romanian Communist Party,
that has always guided itself unswervingly upon the prole¬
tariat's revolutionary outlook on the world and life,

upon

the ideas of Marxism-Leninism, creatively applying them to

!

the

conditions of Romania,

to the particularities of each

stage of society s development. They are also a telling tes¬

I

timony of the fact that

the Communist Party,

flesh of the

flesh of the Romanian people, of the working class,
santry,

the intelligentsia,

the pea-

has no loftier goals, more noble

aim3 then that of serving the fundamental interests of the
people,

of the cause of socialism and communism,

that its

whole home and foreign policy is the faithful expression of
1 the demands of tha Romanian society's ascending advance,

of

raising Romania onto higher and higher pegks of civilisation,
of increasing its contribution to t he strengthening of the
forces of socialism and peace in the world. Precisely there¬
fore, the Party policy is

enthusiastically endorsed and im¬

plemented by all working people, regardless of na-tionaiity.
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precisely therefore the Communist Party is followed with full
confidence and boundless devotion by the entire people.
The celebration of the Romanian Communist Party's
semi-centenary is an opportunity for recalling the

glori¬

ous revolutionary traditions of our working-class movement,
the Party's stormy history of struggles and victories, sum¬
ming up the great achievements

recorded by our people under

its tested leadership. A series of important anniversaries
in the history of the struggles waged by the working class
prior to the foundation of the Romanian Communist Party
will be celebrated in this period}an important place among
these anniversaries is held by.the -semi-centenary of the
general strike of October 192^« There will also be festive
events to mark the.25th anniversary of the Party

National

Conference of 1945, and also memorials of some.prominent fi¬
gures of the working-class movement of Romania. The 150th
birth anniversary of Friederich Engels will also be an op¬
portunity for celebrations highlighting the creative MarxistLenini3t character of the policy applied consistently by the
Romanian Communist Party.
In meeting the semi-centsnary of the Romanian Communist
Party a work on its history will be brought out, and the pu¬
blishing houses will print surveys on tae historical past
of the Party, of the communist and working-class movement
of Romania. A Museum of the History of the Socialist Repu¬
blic of Romania will be inaugurated on the eve of the Party's
semi-centenary, while the county museums will stage documen¬
tary exhibitions on the traditions of our working-class mo¬
vement, the history of the Communist Party, the achievements,
recorded in the era of socialist construction in our country.'
Being an occasion for a rich sum-up of our Party's
50-year long activity, this {Jubilee will at the same time
account for a particularly important political event for the
Party's future activity} it will mark an intensification of
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the Party's and State's activity, of the activity c£ oar whole
people, for winning fresh successes in socialist construc¬
tion* The Party's Central Committee calls all the workers,
peasants, intellectuals, all working people, regardless
of nationality, to meet the glorious semi-centenary by step¬
ping up their efforts for the implementation of the majes¬
tic programme endorsed by the Tenth RCP Congress, the pro¬
gramme of building the multilaterally developed socialist
society, for the economic, social and cultural thriving of
the homelapd, for Romania's advancement to new stages of ci¬
vilization.
The fundamental objective facing the Party and the
whole people is the more powerful development of the tech¬
nical-material base of society, the growth of the producti¬
ve forces, the realisation

of a vigorous modern industry

and of an intensive agriculture, based on the large-scale
introduction into production of the gains of science, all
these having to lead to the closing the gap.that separate
us from the economically advanced countries. The Fsrty ad¬
dresses the call to all working people to concentrate their
efforts on constantly stepping up and improving the produc¬
tion of material assets, on augmenting our national wealth,
on raising both the efficiency and the qualitative level of
all economic activity. Thi3 will ensure a continuous

growth

of the national income, an increase in the earnings of the
citizens, improved living conditions for the population and
meeting to an increasing extent the wants of the working
pe ople•
The full turning to account of the superiority of
the new social system,- the acceleration of the process of
building up the multilaterally developed socialist society
call for persevering actions to perfect the relations of pro¬
duction, of all the social relations, of the activity of our
socialist State, of the form3 of management and organisation
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of the socialist society* It is necessary to continue the
actions

inaugurated by the Party

for improving the mana¬

gement, planning and organisation of the national economy,
the

strengthening of the role of the single plan as well

as an increased responsability and initiative of all eco¬
nomic bodies. For the continuation of the process of deep¬
ening socialist democracy - an objective necessity of the
continuous progress on the

road of socialism and communism -

it is necessary to create the corresponding framework for
the mors and more active participation of the masses in the
running of the State,

in tfhs discussion and working out of

the hoaet and foreign policy,

in adopting the most important

decisions 3rd measures concerning the evolution of- society.
Within the vast activity devoted to the perfection and
strengthening of the new social system,
social equity and justice,
ther have to he
vourable

firmly promoted,

conditions for the

the principles of

of socialist humanity, will fur¬
creating thus the most fa¬

full manifestation of the human

personality,
fha full assertion of the fores of our society

im¬

poses that we pay ceaseless attention to strengthening the
worker-peasant alliance - the

lasting foundation of our sys¬

tem - to the social-political unity and cohesion of our sociallot nation,

to the fraternal friendship between the So-

nvsian people and the coinhabiting nationalities* The
of the entire people
toe

force

unity

around the Party i3 the main source of

and unshake able durability of our social and State

system*
-he correct orientation of she

complex process of

building the suitilaterally developed socialist society poses
to trie Party the imperative demand of ceaselessly perfecting
-i-;. political and organisational activity,
exercises its leading role in society,

the forms by which
of landing the .whole

activity of governing social life a scientific character*

-41Expressing the will, the

thoughts and aspirations of the

whole people, asserting itself as the motive

force of so¬

ciety, participating directly in the whole social life,
ganising,

through its members,

organisations the
intellectuals,

or¬

through its Party bodies and

creative activity of the workers, peasants,

of all working people, regardless of nationa¬

lity, the Communist Party will be in the future too the

sour¬

ce which vitalises the people’s creative energy in the pro¬
cess of building the multilaterally developed socialist so¬
ciety, the force which dynamizes our society and ensures it
the ascending advance towards communism*
One of the essential factors of the victories of
yesterday,
Party,

of today and of tomorrow

of the Romanian Communist

of its capacity to further fulfil the mission of

leading political force of society is the political-organi¬
sational 'unity,

the

granite-like

unity of its ranks. More

powerful and united than ever before,

representing a tre¬

mendous political, organisational and ide logical' force,

the

Romanian Communist Party will act most resolutely in the fu¬
ture too,

for the maintenance and strengthening of its un-

shakea'ole

unity - its most valuable boon,

tion of its fighting fores,
organiser of the people

the prime condi¬

of its potential, as mobilizer and.

in the work of socialist construction.

‘The fulfilment of the

role Incumbent on it in socie¬

ty also imposes the unabated implementation of the principles
of inner democracy and democratic centralism,

the

strict ca¬

se rvanc a of the norms of Party discipline as wall as the establisament of collective work in the activity of 3II the
central and local bodies,
dres'

collective wisdom,

the turning tc account of the
of ail the Party members,

and wider assertion of the communists’

initiative,

ticipation in finding the correctest solutions,

ca¬

the wider
their par¬

the decisions

that best correspond to the demands of the homelsrd’s deve-
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The celebration of the Romanian Communist Part?
semi-centenary is a

special opportunity

for intensifying

our ideological activity. By encouraging creative
ing and a spirit of renewal,

by the

think¬

original application

of the general laws of socialist construction in keeping
with the objective demands and particularities of our so¬
ciety,

and avoiding a mechanical transcription of forms

and methods typical of other social and economic conditions,
the Romanian Communist Party will henceforth too make its
contribution to developing the experience of
ational communist and working-class, move me nt,
retical and practical treasure

to the

theo¬

store of Marxism-Leninism.

It is the duty of the men of science,
ers in the

the intern¬

of the research work¬

sphere of social sciences to draw up works which

should mirror the

new phenomena of our society’s evolution,

to contribute to the theoretical elucidation of the pro¬
blems concerning the perfection of organising society,

of

the relations of production,

tne

of social-political life,

future evolution of our society,
place,in the world,

in the

of the

conditions of the contemporary

epoch. In meeting the Party Jubilee,
and political sciences,

processes taking

the

ces under the GG of the RCF,

the Academy of social

Institute of historical scien¬
the

"Stefan Gheorghiu" Acade¬

my of social and political training and the Academy of the
Socialist Republic of Romania will organize a joint scientific
session with international participation.
scientific research,

The institutes o.

the, institutes of higher learning and

the scientific societies of teaching staff will stags ses¬
sions of reports and symposia on subjects proper to the event
These manifestations, just as the works to be published, will
spotlight the rich theoretical and practical aetivifcy carried
on by the Romanian

Communist Party in leading the work of

building the socialist society,

the

present problems concern*
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jng the development of economy, culture,

of social life,

the international activity of the Party and of the State,
The period for the preparation of the anniversary
of the Party must he one of intensified political work
for educating the communists, the working people,

for the

formation and development of the masses* axialist consciousness.
Lectures,

symposia and other political and educati¬

onal events will be arranged in clubs,

urban and rural

houses of cultureschools, higher learning establishments,
and military units. The leading press and local newspapers,
the theoretical and social-cultural periodicals, as well
as the radio and television will carry on an ample and
manysided political and educational activity dedicated to
mirroring the heroic; fighting traditions of cue Part;;,

to

cultivating in all uorktng people devotion to the Party's
Marxist-Leninist policy, to mobilizing the whole people to
carrying through the

tasks set by the Party.

The advancement of culture aid. the arts will consti¬
tute in the future too one . of the major preoccupations of
the Party and of the State. The' Party will tirelessly act
for enriching the people's spiritual life,
the lofty features of the
his own history,

new man,

for the broadening of the people's masses

cultural horizon. In this respect,
plastic artists,

for cultivating

the conscious creator of

the writers,

composers,

all the makers of art are called upon to

assert their talent,

their creative capacities in literary,

artistic and cinematographic productions that feature the
rs-relati©aasry struggle . of communists,
of the people,

the new,

of the advanced forces

tumultuous life of our socialist

society inspire the people

in its endeavours to secure the

flourishing of the homeland•
The celebration of 50 years of revolutionary activi¬
ty is also an opportunity for our Communist Party to deve¬
lop the relations of cooperation and solidarity with ail the
racialist countries, with all the fraternal.communist and

44 workers* parties, with the democratic,
forces,

anti-imperialist

to intensify the international

service of the noble cause
social progress,

activity put in the

of socialism and communism,

of the fight for detente,

of

security and

peace in the world. Concentrating its efforts on the de¬
velopment of socialist construction in our country, the
Romanian Communist Party fulfils its lofty duty to the
people and,

at the

same time fulfils an essential obli¬

gation towards the working class throughout the world,
towards the forces of socialism and peace. Setting out
from the weighty responsibilities devolving on it as an
active detachment of the contemporary revolutionary mo¬
vement,

the POP will act in the

future too in the spirit

of proletarian internationalism that has been typical of
its life aid struggle all along its history. It is in this
spirit that the Romanian Communist Party will firmly focus
its policy on the development of friendship,alliance and maayrifed cxpefetlcn with, all socialist countries, that it will keep working unxerifcbingly fbr the surmounUng of th.8 ririculties existing b^eec sxiaiLsc
-uriiles, for strengthening their unity,

based on the prin¬

ciples of national independence and sovereignty, equal
Tigris,

non-interference

sistance

in internal affairs, mutual as¬

end reciprocal advantage.

The Romanian Communist Party will intensify its re¬
lations of solidarity,

cooperation and friendship with all

the communist and workers’

parties, will make its contri¬

bution to remaking and strengthening the

unity of the com-

unijr. and .working-class movement on the basis of MarxismLeninism and proletarian internationalism,
the independence of the

individual parties,

of respect for
of their right

to independently shape their home and foreign policy,

their

revolutionary strategy $nd tactics, their organizational
end government patterns.
In close relotedness with the communist and workers*

parties,

adequate events will be arranged abroad in ob¬

servance of the semi-centenary of the Romanian Communist
Party - such as exhibitions, public lectures, printed li¬
terature dedicated to this event.
Our Party will further develop the links of coope¬
ration with the national liberation movements, with the
democratic and progressive organizations, with the peoples
fighting against colonialism and neocolonialism,
and national emancipation,

for social

for defending national indepen¬

dence and sovereignty, and will most energetically campaign
for the strengthening <?f the

unity and solidarity of the

anti-imperialist front.
Our Party will continue militating for the develop¬
ment of collaboration and cooperation with all the world
states,

for promoting in inter-state relations the princi¬

ples of national independence and sovereignty, equal rights,
non-interference in internal affairs, mutual advantage,

for

observance of each people’s right to independently decide
its destiny. The RC? will tirelessly act for the improve¬
ment of the international climate,
the hotbeds of tension and war,
of the.disputed issues,
curity,

for the extinction of

for the peaceJul settlement

for strengthening international se¬

for the.triumph of the general cause of peace and

social progress.
The Central Committee of the Romanian

Communist

Party expresses its conviction that the Party's 50th foun¬
dation anniversary will be marked by the
UCY members,
activity,
for the

communists,

by the

by all the working people through enthusiastic

through the mobilisation of the

creative energies

implementation of the Party policy,

traced by the lanth Congress, ensuring the
of the economy,

culture and science,

rishing of our socialist nation,
of socialist Romania to the

of the programme
ascending advance

the multilateral flou¬

the increased contribution

strengthening of the

peace and progress in the world.

forces of
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Cm the anniversary of its semi-Gentenary,

the

Romanian Communist Party assures the working .class,
peasantry,

the

intelligentsia,

the

the whole people that it

will fulfil selflessly and with devotion henceforth too
its mission of leading political force of society, with
’which it has been invested,

that it will firmly guide

Romania pn the road of progress and civilization,

serv¬

ing with boundless devotion the interests of our socia¬
list .homeland,

the general cause of socialism and commu¬

nism.

Central Committee
of.' t;;hs
Romani am Communist Party

03 LAST SPRING’S FLOODS,

MEASURES 203 REMOTOO

THS EFFECTS 0? THESE CATAMITES

The recent Plenary Meeting of the Central Commit¬
tee of tha Romanian Communist Party examinad the problems
concerning the natural calamitas of last spring, caused
by tha

unprecedented floods which affected a great part

of Romania’s territory,
towns and villages,
tes,

seriously afflicting numerous

industrial enterprises, building si¬

socialist agricultural units,

cultural areas,

vast cultivated agri¬

the homes of tans of thousands of citi¬

zens, causing big damages to the national economy as well
as victims among the population#
The Plenary Meeting, fully approved the activity
carried on by the Executive Committee

of the Central Com¬

mittee of the Romanian Communist ^arty in this period of
heavy trials for the Romanian people,

the measures taken

for safeguarding public property and she property
tizens,

human lives,

of ci¬

for helping the flood victims,

for

removing tha consequences of the calamities and the nor¬
malization of the economic and social-cultural activity,
Tha Plenary Meeting assessed that tha energetical actions
initiated and carried on under the direct guidance of tha
Party and State
§9scu,

leadership, the presence

of Nicolaa Caau-

General Secretary of the Party, President

of the

State Council in the'midst of the population in the

flood¬

ed regions and in the regions threatened by wafers,

the

concrete measures established on this occasion,

tha vast

organisational and political activity carried on by tha
Party, State and public organisations locally, have ensur¬
ed the mobilisation of tremendous material means and hu¬
man forces for defence against the
their consequences*

floods and for removing
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Tbs ^antral Committe of the Romanian Communist
Party highly appreciated the efforts mads by the working
class, the peasantry, the intelligentsia,
ple - Romanians, Magyars,

the whole peo¬

Germans and of other nationali¬

ty - by the Party organisations, by the army,
otic detachments,

the patri¬

the military training youth units who

answered the call of the Party, defying nature let loose,
joined their efforts to overcome the difficulties and
ensured the

safeguarding of the wealth of the socialist

nation.
In this way it was possible to prevent still bigger
material destructions and losses of human live3,

to harness

the waters on large expanses along the Danube course and
inland rivers,

to ensure the normal progress of economic

and social life. The indestructible
Party and people,

unity between the

the fact that the Romanian people

ans¬

wers as a single man the calls of the Romanian Communist
Party,

that it resolutely follows and implements the Party

line Tilth boundless confidence has been forcefully demons¬
trated onea again.
In an atmosphere of lofty socialist solidarity,
the population of the whole country was with the working
people of the

flood-stricken counties,

its support being

a valuable help in ramaking the affected homes.
Most forcefully manifest in the conditions of these
dramatic events had been the vitality of the
system,

socialist

its capacity of facing up to any difficulty,

wonderful moral virtues of the socialist nation,
political cohesion, the

the

its social-

lasting friendship and monolithic

unity of the Romanian people and the coinhabiting nationa¬
lities,
gains,

their unflinching determination to defend their
to resolutely advance,

Communist Party,

under the leadership of the

along the chosen road,

cialism acd communism.

on the road of so¬
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Tli* Plenary Meeting highly appreciated the tire¬
less activity of the working people in re-making the in¬
dustrial enterprises, the agricultural units, the means of
communication, dwellings and social-cultural establishments
affected by the calamities, the initiative of the working
people throughout the country to deliver above the plan
provisions increased quantities of products required by
the national economy, by export, anf for the supply of the
population.
On behalf of

the entire people,

the Plenary

Meeting of the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist
Party expressed its profound thanks to all the states,
ties, public organisations,

prises who have sent their messages of compassion,
and solidarity,

par¬

individual persons and enter¬
sympathy

have helped the population in the flood-

stricken areas. The Romanian people sees in all this an
expression of the powerful international links which socia¬
list Romania has,

of the sympathy and support enjoyed by

this country internationally,

of the valuation given for

its constructive foreign policy.
Although the natural calamities have caused big
damages to the

national economy, destroyed immense values

created by the working people,
ber of citizens,

the property of a great num¬

the Plenary Meeting of the CC of the RCP

considers that it lies within the power of the Romanian
people to remak9 everything that has been destroyed, to
ensure the ascending advance of the national economy,

the

fulfilment of the programme traced by the Tenth Congress
of the Romanian Communist Party. The fact, that in spite
of big difficulties, the provisions of the State Plan for
the first six ironths of the year could by achieved and over¬
fulfilled, that throughout the country most of the economic
units that were affected by the floods have been put into
operation again in a short period, proves the superiority
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at tbs

socialist economy,

-

its dynamism,

the

capacity of

Eshilising its tremendous resources in the service

of the

requirements of the whole society.
The guarantee

for completely liquidating the dif¬

ficulties appeared is the general mobilisation of the peo¬
ple's efforts, the
thB

staunch work done by the working class,

peasantry, the

intelligentsia,

by 33ch family, by each

citizen ©f the homeland, by the staffs of all enterprises,
socialist agricultural units,

building.sites,

transport

network, in all the towns and villages.
In this respect,

the Central Committee of the

loranian Communist Party addressed to the workers, pea¬
sants, intellectuals,
Boasaniaa people the
sssergy and elan,
activity,

the youth of the homeland,

the whole

call to further mobilise . their efforts,

to intensify patriotic work,

constructive

so that the wounds caused by the floods be heal¬

ed this year,

to entirely remove the damages, caused to the

national economy,

to ensure the

Industrial production plan,

the

full implementation of the
targets set in agriculture

and.tbs other provisions of the 1970 State Plan. In this
say, all the conditions will be created for the
tation, in the

spirit of the decisions

implemen¬

-f the Tenth Con¬

gress, of the programme concerning the economic and socialcultural development of the country in the next Five-Year
Pisa period.
The Plenary Meeting then made recommendations for
ensuring in industry a more accentuated production increase,
she delivery of a bigger volume of good3 for export and for
the ssrket stock;
increases in the

in agriculture for obtaining considerable
plant and animal output,

ply of the population with farm-food stuff,
■*!tb

so that the sup¬
of imustry

raw materials be ensured in normal conditions;

musv be ensured that
The highways,

it

in transport and coaimunications,all

railroads and bridges that ware damaged, be
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definitively re-established in the shortest possible tine
as well as all the talscouarnnication installations#

Special attention will be paid to the
the whole

fund of dwellings affected by the

building of the

floods,

the

flats envisaged in the 1970 State Plan

the .rebuilding of schools,

hospitals and of the other af¬

fected social-cultural units,
vicing 'units,

remaking of

of the commercial and ser¬

public services in the flood-stricken towns

and villages.
The Plenary Meeting has decided that, within the
application of the national programme for c he rational
administration of water resources,

the expansion of ir¬

rigations, damming and draining operations,
be

actions should

intensified for safeguarding populated centres and

economic

units against fresh floods*

The Central Committee of the Homanian Communist
Party expressed its conviction that,

by rallying their

ranks more and more closely around the Party,
class,

the peasantry,

the

people

- P.omanians, Magyars,

lity .• will spare no effort
tion,

Germans and of other nationa¬
in the struggle

for the full implementation of the

development of the national economy,
mises for the

the working

intelligentsia, all the working

for reconstruc¬

1970 plan for the

creating lasting pre¬

fulfilment of tha programme

traced by t-d

Tenth Congress of the Homanian Communist Party - programme
for the vigorous development of the aconcay,science and
culture,
ple ,

society.

!

of raising the living standard of the working peo¬

of .building the mult Hate rally developed socialist
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